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ABSTRACT

Connecting the composition of planet-forming disks with that of gas giant exoplanet atmospheres,

in particular through C/O ratios, is one of the key goals of disk chemistry. Small hydrocarbons like

C2H and C3H2 have been identified as tracers of C/O, as they form abundantly under high C/O

conditions. We present resolved c−C3H2 observations from the TW Hya Rosetta Stone Project, a

program designed to map the chemistry of common molecules at 15− 20 au resolution in the TW Hya

disk. Augmented by archival data, these observations comprise the most extensive multi-line set for

disks of both ortho and para spin isomers spanning a wide range of energies, Eu = 29 − 97 K. We
find the ortho-to-para ratio of c−C3H2 is consistent with 3 throughout extent of the emission, and

the total abundance of both c−C3H2 isomers is (7.5 − 10) × 10−11 per H atom, or 1 − 10% of the

previously published C2H abundance in the same source. We find c−C3H2 comes from a layer near the

surface that extends no deeper than z/r = 0.25. Our observations are consistent with substantial radial

variation in gas-phase C/O in TW Hya, with a sharp increase outside ∼ 30 au. Even if we are not

directly tracing the midplane, if planets accrete from the surface via, e.g., meridonial flows, then such a

change should be imprinted on forming planets. Perhaps interestingly, the HR 8799 planetary system

also shows an increasing gradient in its giant planets’ atmospheric C/O ratios. While these stars are

quite different, hydrocarbon rings in disks are common, and therefore our results are consistent with

the young planets of HR 8799 still bearing the imprint of their parent disk’s volatile chemistry.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We are entering an era where measurements of the

compositions of giant exoplanet atmospheres are be-

coming increasingly common. A diversity of chemical

properties (via carbon-to-oxygen ratios, or C/O) has

been seen (e.g., Madhusudhan et al. 2011; Madhusudhan

2012; Kreidberg et al. 2015), including within a single

planetary system (HR8799; Bonnefoy et al. 2016; Lavie

et al. 2017; Lacour et al. 2019; Mollière et al. 2020). To

understand the origins of this diversity, we must study

planets’ formation environments: gas rich protoplane-

tary disks. The chemical properties of these disks are

driven by at least two factors, i. the make-up of the

molecular cloud out of which the star and disk formed

(e.g., Visser et al. 2009, 2011; Drozdovskaya et al. 2019),

and ii. the disk physical properties (irradiation level,

temperature, density, etc.) that can drive an actively

evolving chemistry prior to and during planet formation

(e.g., Cleeves et al. 2014).

The relative contribution of these factors, i.e., the

role of inheritance versus later chemical reprocessing

in the disk itself, changes with both radial and verti-

cal location. For example, near the highly irradiated

disk surface and/or close to the central star, the chem-

istry is effectively “scrambled” leaving little memory of

the molecular composition of the cloud. Near the mid-

plane, especially in the outer disk (beyond ∼ 10 au),

the high extinction levels provide a safer haven for some

of the material originating in the molecular cloud to be

preserved, with further processing requiring moderate

to high external irradiation or cosmic ray fluxes (e.g.,

Bergin et al. 2014; Cleeves et al. 2014; Yu et al. 2017;

Eistrup et al. 2018); however, it is unclear whether disks

are sufficiently ionized to facilitate an active midplane

chemistry (Cleeves et al. 2015).

There is a growing body of evidence that the observ-

able chemistry in planet forming disks, at least that

within the “warm molecular layer” (Aikawa et al. 2002),

deviates from “typical” molecular cloud chemistry. For

example, observations of CO emission and CO isotopo-

logues are faint when compared to expectations based on

dust masses from millimeter emission, a gas-to-dust cor-

rection factor, and an interstellar CO abundance (e.g.,

Favre et al. 2015; Schwarz et al. 2016; Ansdell et al.

2016). Water was surprisingly challenging to detect in

protoplanetary disks with Herschel, and when detected,

fluxes were more than an order of magnitude lower than

anticipated based on astrochemical modeling with UV

irradiated water ice at interstellar abundances (Bergin

et al. 2010; Hogerheijde et al. 2011; Du et al. 2017).

The abundant interstellar complex organic methanol,

first detected in disks by the Atacama Large Millimeter

Array (ALMA), was similarly quite faint (Walsh et al.

2014), yet observations of CH3CN appeared relatively

bright, with nearly a 1:1 abundance ratio inferred be-

tween them for the TW Hya disk (Loomis et al. 2018).

Therefore we need better constraints on the chemi-

cal composition of disk gas, especially at an elemental

level, to understand the chemical reservoir from which

planets may accrete and what, e.g., C/O or N/O ratio

they might inherit at least initially. Chemical models

have demonstrated that the abundances of simple hy-

drocarbons like C2H and c−C3H2 are very sensitive to

the C/O ratio of the gas (e.g., Bergin et al. 2016; Kama

et al. 2016; Cleeves et al. 2018; Miotello et al. 2019;

Fedele & Favre 2020). Pure freeze-out of solids from gas

can vary C/O in the gas or ice from ∼ 0.2 to 1 (Öberg

et al. 2011) around the conventional solar value of 0.54.

Cleeves et al. (2018) found that the abundance of C2H

was extremely sensitive to the bulk C/O in volatiles un-

til C/O > 1 (ratios of 1.9 and 3.7 were indistinguishable

in their models; see also Bosman et al. (2021)). There-

fore, hydrocarbons are expected to be a useful tool for

estimating C/O up to ∼ 1.5, which overlaps with ob-

served exoplanet atmospheric values. As a result, disk

hydrocarbon studies open an exciting potential avenue

to connect the composition of the gas in disks to that

measured in planets’ atmospheres. In addition, observa-

tions of hydrocarbon emission in disks have been found

to be generally quite bright at sub-mm wavelengths (Qi

et al. 2013a; Kastner et al. 2014, 2015; Bergin et al. 2016;

Cleeves et al. 2018; Bergner et al. 2019), enabling small

surveys (. 14 sources) of C2H emission in disks (Guil-

loteau et al. 2016; Miotello et al. 2019; Bergner et al.

2019).

The next step is localizing the distribution of hydro-

carbons in the disk, to understand the range of pos-

sible C/O values a planet could inherit from a single

disk environment. The first resolved image of C2H was

made of the TW Hya disk by Kastner et al. (2015) with

the Submillimeter Array, where it was found to have a

ring-like morphology. Its disk-averaged physical nature

was constrained using multiple transitions and its hy-

perfine structure. However, due to the face-on nature

of this disk 5 − 7◦ (Qi et al. 2006, 2008; Huang et al.

2018), degenerate excitation solutions were found to fit

the data, either a cold, dense solution or alternatively a

relatively warmer, but low density solution. The former

would suggest an enhanced (greater than solar) C/O ra-

tio fairly deep into the disk gas, near the planet-forming

region, while the latter would suggest that the C/O en-

hancement primarily is closer to the surface and perhaps

less connected to the planet forming midplane.
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Bergin et al. (2016) presented further resolved obser-

vations confirming C2H’s ring-like geometry, as well as

observations of c−C3H2 toward TW Hya. The spatial

distribution of C2H and c−C3H2 were found to match

identically in radial distribution, suggestive that this ra-

dial region of the TW Hya disk supports a generally rich

hydrocarbon chemistry, consistent with an elevated C/O

ratio in this region.

The present paper uses multi-line observations of

c−C3H2 to better spatially constrain the nature of the

hydrocarbon layer in the TW Hya protoplanetary disk,

with the goal of improving our interpretation of the C/O

ratio(s) of this disk. The observations were conducted as

part of the TW Hya as a Chemical Rosetta Stone Project

(PI: Cleeves), and have been augmented with ALMA

archival data. The set of lines covers energies spanning

29.1 K to 96.5 K, and with the relatively highly critical

density and range of opacities probed, these lines are

well suited to constraining the nature, and crucially the

location, of small hydrocarbon chemistry in TW Hya.

2. OBSERVATIONS

2.1. ALMA Observations

The observations of c−C3H2 utilized in the present

study were carried out with ALMA as part of three

different observational programs. We present new ob-

servations of c−C3H2 taken as part of the TW Hya

as a Chemical Rosetta Stone Program (PI: Cleeves,

2016.1.00311.S), augmented by archival observations

from 2013.1.00198.S (PI: Bergin) and 2013.1.00114.S

(PI: Öberg). The complete set of c−C3H2 transitions

from these programs used in our analysis are listed in

Table 1. The observations from 2016.1.00311.S were

carried out with 40 antennas on April 8, 2017 (C40-

2; 15m – 390m baselines) and May 21, 2017 (C40-5;

15m – 1124m baselines). The April 8 observation used

J1037-2934 for bandpass and phase calibration, and

J1058+0133 for flux calibration. The May 21 obser-

vation used J1037-2934 for bandpass, flux, and phase

calibration.

All data were calibrated with the ALMA pipeline with

CASA version 4.7.0. Prior to imaging, we phase self-

calibrated the data using the line-free portions of the

continuum, adopting a solution interval of 30s and av-

eraging polarizations. In addition, spws were self cali-

brated independently, and we set a minimum signal to

noise ratio of 3 and a minimum number of baselines per

antenna of 6. The calibration process for the observa-

tions from program 2013.1.00198.S and 2013.1.00114.S

are reported in Bergin et al. (2016) and Öberg et al.

(2017) and not repeated here.

The projects 2013.1.00198.S and 2016.1.00311.S had

overlapping coverage of the bright 10 – 9 and 9 – 8

blends (see Table 1). The integrated line flux mea-

sured between these two programs differed by about 10%

(well within the quoted ALMA flux uncertainty), how-

ever we adjusted the flux of 2013.1.00198.S to match

the flux measured in 2016.1.00311.S flux. As a result,

6 of the 7 lines have internally consistent fluxes, and

therefore RMS uncertainties reported here do not in-

clude flux calibration uncertainty, as that will either net

increase/decrease measured flux but will not impact the

spatially resolved shape of the line images.

2.2. Images and Radial Integrated Flux Profiles

The continuum was subtracted in the uv-plane using

the CASA task uvcontsub assuming a linear fit to the

continuum shape. Imaging was carried out using the

tclean task in a semi-automated fashion described here.

The source velocity was assumed to be 2.84 km s−1.

For each line, using all available data for a given tran-

sition, we begin by creating a dirty image to determine

the standard deviation per beam in line free channels

and the beam size for each transition. From these data,

we create a mask based on expectations from Keplerian

motion using the code presented as part of Pegues et al.

(2020), see also code reference jpegues (2020). We as-

sume an inclination of 5◦, a position angle of 152◦, and

a stellar mass of 0.8 M� to create the Keplerian mask

following Huang et al. (2018). We assume a distance

of 59.5 pc (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016). The mask

is convolved with the respective beam for each data set

(typically between 0.′′2− 0.′′4). Because we want to have

a consistent beam size across all the transitions, which

we chose to be 0.′′5, we calculate the uv-taper that is nec-

essary to create a beam of just below 0.′′5 on the major

axis. We then clean each line with its respective mask in

non-interactive mode down to a noise level of 3σ stan-

dard deviation, with the line specific uv-taper applied.

Finally, we take the cleaned image and apply the CASA

task imsmooth, which operates in the image plane, to

create a final image with an exactly 0.′′5 round beam.

The result of this imaging process is shown in Figure 1.

The corresponding channel maps for all transitions are

also provided in Appendix A, Figure 8.

The ring-like nature of the emission is clear from the

moment-0 maps, and the general faintness of the para

transitions compared to the ortho transitions is also

clear. We do not use these moment-0 maps for anal-

ysis, showing them here to illustrate the detection sig-

nificance, and instead we apply the GoFish package

(Teague 2019) to improve the signal to noise of the ra-

dial profile for each transition. GoFish works in the
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Table 1. c−C3H2 Observations

Line o or p ν Aij
a Eu

a Channel width rmsb Int. fluxc Programd

(GHz) (s−1) (K) (km/s) (mJy/beam) (mJy km/s)

43,2 − 32,1 o 227.16913 3.113E-04 29.07 0.16 3.2 80 ± 5 1
73,4 − 64,3 o 351.52327 1.237E-03 77.24 0.21 3.4 237 ± 13 2
83,6 − 72,5 o 352.19364 1.734E-03 86.93 0.21 4.2 220 ± 30 3
55,1 − 44,0 p 338.20399 1.598E-03 48.78 0.21 5.3 140 ± 16 3
82,6 − 73,5 p 352.18551 1.735E-03 86.93 0.21 4.3 96 ± 15 3
91,8 − 82,7 o (bl) 351.96593 2.117E-03 93.34

0.21 2.9 398 ± 14 2,3
92,8 − 81,7 p (bl) 351.96594 2.117E-03 93.34
101,10 − 90,9 o (bl) 351.78157 2.439E-03 96.50

0.21 2.9 330 ± 15 2,3
100,10 − 91,9 p (bl) 351.78157 2.439E-03 96.50

aLine catalogue data from CDMS (Müller et al. 2005)

b In a 0.′′5 beam, with the specified channel width

cMeasured within a Keplerian mask (see Section 3, and Figure 8).

d1) 2013.1.00114.S, 2) 2016.1.00311.S, 3) 2013.1.00198.S
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Figure 1. Moment zero maps for the five isolated transitions of a) ortho, b) para, and c) two blended transitions of c−C3H2

that are analyzed in this work. Line ID and upper state energy are labelled in the upper right corner of each panel.
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image plane to spectrally align spectra at a given ra-

dius by taking into account the projected disk rotation,

such that the spectra can be stacked, thereby creating a

higher signal-to-noise ratio radial intensity profile. We

assume the same disk parameters as for the Keplerian

masking above to carry out the GoFish deprojection.

The deprojection is done on the cleaned image cubes

produced with the method described above, and the out-

put is a spectrum at each radius where the width of the

emission is some combination of the thermal width and

any non-thermal broadening or beam convolution broad-

ening, since Keplerian motion has been accounted for.

After shifting and stacking the azimuthal emission, we

integrate over a conservative velocity range of 2.5 km s−1

to 3.18 km s−1 and obtain the profiles shown in Figure 2.

Note that even though the para transitions are faint in

the moment-0 maps in Figure 1, the ring-like structure

becomes clearer in the GoFish extraction and the peak

of the resolved profile is detected at ≥ 3 − 4σ.

3. METHODS

From this multi-line data set of c−C3H2 rotational

transitions spanning upper state energies from 29.1 K

to 96.5 K, we aim to use excitation to constrain the lo-

cation of the hydrocarbon layer in the TW Hya disk.

To fit the data, we use a simple slab model method

(see e.g., Qi et al. 2008; Öberg et al. 2017) and em-

ploy a non-LTE line radiative transfer code based upon

Ratran (Hogerheijde & van der Tak 2000, Astrophysics

Source Code Library, record 0008.002) designed to han-

dle blended transitions and be computationally efficient

(https://github.com/ryanaloomis/nLTErt1d). The in-

puts to this code are height (z), gas volumetric density,

dust density, gas temperature, dust temperature, non-

thermal line width, and abundance relative to hydrogen
of the molecule of interest.

We approximate the emission from TW Hya as a series

of radial annular regions, where the physical conditions

as a function of height at each radial location are taken

from the Cleeves et al. (2015) model of TW Hya. The

gas temperature, dust temperature, and gas density are

taken from this model, where the total mass of this TW

Hya disk model is 0.04 M�.

The “slab” c−C3H2 distribution is bounded by an in-

ner and outer radius, and a vertically computed upper

and lower column density of H, NH2 . Note that for the

ISM, NH2
= 1.9 × 1021 cm−2 = 1 AV . But since our

model has 6.7× less small grains in the surface of the

disk due to the formation and subsequent settling of

larger grains, then 1 AV occurs at NH2
= 1.27 × 1022

cm−2. The general reasoning for this vertical parame-

terization rather than a simple z/r cut is that we ex-

Table 2. Slab Model Parameters

Parameter Values Unit

Min H2 Column 1019 cm−2

Max H2 Column (×1021) 1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, cm−2

10, 12.5, 18.75, 25,
50, 100, 187.5

χ(c−C3H2) (×10−11) 1, 1.875, 3.75, 5, per H
7.5, 10, 25, 50, 75,
100, 250, 500, 103

OPR 1, 3 n/a
Rinner c−C3H2 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 au
Router c−C3H2 80, 90, 100, 110, 120 au
Total number of models 7150

pect the c−C3H2 distribution to be driven by the stel-

lar radiation field, largely UV (Du et al. 2015; Bergin

et al. 2016). The abundance is set to a constant value

within this “slab,” where we vary the value of this con-

stant. The underlying physical structure and the calcu-

lated NH2
contours bounding the c−C3H2 distribution

are shown in Figure 3. As can be seen in the right-hand

panel, the slabs closer to the disk surface are dominated

by warmer temperatures, while deeper in (higher NH2
)

the gas temperatures decrease.

In addition to the four parameters described above,

we also fit for the ortho to para ratio of c−C3H2, where

as can be seen in Table 1 our data set contains both spin

isomers and two blended pairs of ortho and para tran-

sitions (the brightest lines). We adopt the collisional

rate coefficients hosted on the Leiden LAMDA database

(Schöier et al. 2005) originally computed in Chandra

& Kegel (2000) for ortho and para separately. For the

blended transitions, the components of the blends had

identical molecular parameters (e.g., Einstein A coeffi-

cients, near identical frequencies), and therefore we sim-

ulated emission for the blends by first estimating the

level populations for each of the ortho and para compo-

nents independently (while we did not impose it on the

solution, the emission was seen to be largely in LTE). We

then took a weighted average of the ortho and para pop-

ulations in the upper and lower states respectively (the

population fractions were the same for both spin iso-

mers). This allowed us to simulate the blended c−C3H2

emission as that from a “single” molecule. We took this

approach since for some of the models the blended tran-

sitions became optically thick, so we could not simply

sum the line fluxes from the independent components

without potentially overestimating the blended line flux.

To create the synthetic integrated radial intensity pro-

file for each model, we reconstruct a 2D sky image of the

velocity integrated line brightness and convolve the im-
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age with a Gaussian 0.′′5 beam. The use of the larger

beam was primarily to be able to circularize and ho-

mogenize the beam for all lines in the sample and to

improve the signal to noise per beam. We then extract

the convolved radial brightness profile in annuli with the

same spacing as the GoFish intensity profile.

Goodness of fit is assessed based on a reduced χ2 be-

tween the beam-convolved model spectrally integrated

intensity profile and the data. To estimate χ2, the flux

in a given annulus for the data and model are measured

per beam, and we sum the square of the difference di-

vided by the observed RMS uncertainty. The number of

annuli super samples the beam but is divided out by the

reduced χ2. All lines are treated equally in our overall

assessment of fit for a given set of slab model parameters,

even though some lines are brighter than others. We

made this decision since the brighter lines are optically

thick blended transitions, and the lower SNR profiles

provide important constraints on our fit. Note, we only

consider the RMS uncertainty in this estimate and do

not include flux calibration error since eight out of nine

lines have self-consistent fluxes, such that flux uncer-

tainty will globally shift all radial line profiles upwards

or downwards rather than expanding the error bars uni-

formly. The only exception is the ortho c−C3H2 line

43,2 − 32,1. We therefore have also examined our best

fit models from the profiles as extracted directly from

GoFish, and then with a 10% uniform increase and de-

crease on just the 43,2 − 32,1, with the rest of the lines

fixed. We do not find a change in the best fit models, in

part since we have two other ortho lines. Furthermore,

the models that fit the rest of the data give reasonable

fits to the native 43,2 − 32,1 observations without flux

scaling, and therefore we do not vary the flux for the

remainder of the analysis described here.
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Initially, we also varied the minimum column den-

sity of the layer, but since we did not see a signifi-

cant change between changing the upper boundary from

NH2 = 1 × 1019 cm−2 to 1 × 1020 cm−2, we decided to

fix the upper boundary for the full grid of simulations

to the former value of 1 × 1019 cm−2, which for the re-

duced dust atmosphere corresponds to an AV of 0.0008,

i.e., very high up in the atmosphere, where the H2 gas

density is also very tenuous (∼ 105 cm−3). Thus very

little c−C3H2 in this layer contributes to the emission.

The full set of parameters and their values considered in

the simulation grid are provided in Table 2. Essentially,

each model varies the inner and outer extent, lower layer

extent via the column density, the abundance within the

layer, and the ortho-to-para ratio of c−C3H2. The range

of values was explored is based on a combination of pre-

vious modeling results (e.g., Bergin et al. 2016) along

with making sure we explored a wide space around re-

gions that gave better fits to assess degeneracies in the

parameter space.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Fiducial Model Results

A comparison between all of the 7,150 models in our

grid and all observed transitions is illustrated in Fig-

ure 4. Each point represents χ2
reduced for all observed

lines simultaneously. Due to the large dynamic range

across the model grid, we have split each panel into a

top and bottom panel where the top row has log scale

χ2
reduced and the bottom row shows the same data but

with a linear scale for clarity. The best fit models (those

with the lowest χ2
reduced) are those that appear on the

bottom row. From Figure 4, a few key features become

clear, and are enumerated here:

1. The models that agree the best with the data have

the outer edge of the c−C3H2 emission at > 100

au.

2. None of the other parameters in our grid can be

tuned to achieve a model with a good fit with an

outer edge at < 100 au.

3. An inner edge of 25 and 30 au tends to be a better

fit for the c−C3H2 distribution. We note that this

edge is close to the half-beam of the data (0.′′25 =

15 au), and so cannot constrain this any further

from existing data. We also note that the c−C3H2

“empty” inner disk model is consistent with the

non-zero flux near the star seen in our radial pro-

file due to beam convolution effects. Finally, we

note that both the value for the inner and outer

edge only hold if a slab model is an adequate repre-

sentation of the data, and certainly more complex

structural representations could be explored with

higher SNR data.

4. The flatness of the χ2
reduced for the best models

suggests some degeneracy between the maximum

column density, i.e., the depth of the layer, and the

abundance of c−C3H2 in the layer, which is to be

expected especially if the emission is thermalized.

5. While the observations suggest the c−C3H2 origi-

nates in a region of sufficiently high gas density to

be thermalized, we can further constrain the verti-

cal location of the c−C3H2 layer by taking advan-

tage of the wide span of upper state energies in our

data set. We can rule out c−C3H2 emitting from

the upper surface (i.e., NH2
≤ 1021 cm−2) or from

the midplane, below NH2 ≥ 1023 cm−2. These col-

umn densities translate to AV ≤ 0.05 and AV ≥ 5,

respectively, due to the dust-poor gas in the disk

surface.

6. There are no good fits that have an ortho-to-

para ratio of c−C3H2 of 1. Ortho-to-para of 3

is strongly favored over 1. We do not try to fit

between these values given the signal to noise of

the data.

To provide an even clearer picture of our best fit mod-

els, we extract the 30 models with the lowest χ2 from

our grid and plot a histogram of the model parameters

(see Figure 5). We also plot the radial intensity profiles

of these models in Figure 6. Based on this sub-selection

of models, an inner radius of 25 or 30 au is favored by

2/3 of the 30 models. Nearly all of the best fit models

have an outer radius of c−C3H2 at > 100 au, with 110

au favored slightly over 120 au. While there is some

degeneracy between the depth of the slab measured by

Nmax and the abundance per H of c−C3H2, it is clear

that models with Nmax of (1 − 3) × 1022 cm−2 are fa-

vored by most. The abundance of c−C3H2 in the slab

is between (3 − 30) × 10−11 per H atom. To test how

much of the spread is due to the degeneracy between the

thickness of the layer and the abundance, we also show

in Figure 5 a histogram of the product of χc−C3H2
and

Nmax and find that this distribution is much tighter,

and corresponds to an approximate column density of

c−C3H2 in the slab of (1 − 3) × 1012 cm−2.

The 30 best fit models are shown in Figure 6 in dark

grey, and we have additionally highlighted the four best

fit models in color and provided their physical param-

eters in the key. Note all 30 models have an ortho to

para ratio of 3, so that parameter is not listed in the

figure. The best fit models have similar characteristics,

and abundance of (7.5 − 10) × 10−11 per H atom, and
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extend down to an H2 column density of approximately

2± 0.5× 1022 cm−2. This depth corresponds to a verti-

cally integrated AV of about 1 due to the reduced small

dust mass in the disk upper layers in the Cleeves et al.

(2015) TW Hya model.

5. DISCUSSION

We have carried out a resolved, multi-line study of

hydrocarbon emission in the TW Hya disk as traced by

c−C3H2. The observations span a wide range of upper

state energy from 29 K to 96.5 K, and include both ortho

and para forms of c−C3H2. Hydrocarbons like c−C3H2

and the more widely studied C2H have been suggested

to be good tracers of C/O ratios in disks, which is a

parameter that we are now beginning to measure in

the atmospheres of gas-rich exoplanets, which should be

strongly influenced by (if not set by) the gas in their par-

ent disk (e.g., Öberg et al. 2011; Öberg & Bergin 2016,

and more). Therefore, it is crucial to understand the na-

ture of the gas that these species trace, and specifically

where in the disk they are located to understand how

closely it links to what forming planets might accrete.

The present study augments previous studies of the

chemically related species, C2H, also observed toward

the TW Hya disk (Kastner et al. 2015; Bergin et al.

2016). We confirm the earlier finding of Bergin et al.

(2016) that the radial extent of c−C3H2 (qualitatively

determined by stacking) appears very similar to the

brighter C2H emission. If we assume C2H and c−C3H2

originate from a similar layer, e.g., in z/r space or col-

umn density space, the present study provides further

context on the vertical distribution of the hydrocarbon

layer in TW Hya, and what that means for eventually

using this species to measure C/O in this disk (see, e.g.,
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Cleeves et al. 2018). In the following sections we discuss

our main findings.

5.1. c−C3H2 is located in and above the warm

molecular layer in a ring

We find that all models that provide reasonable fits

to the full data set do not extend much further below

an H2 column density of a few ×1022 cm−2. Given that

the small dust mass in this model is only 15% of the

interstellar value, this layer corresponds to a maximum

AV of 1 – 2. We do not have strong constraints on the

upper extent of the layer, and where additional obser-

vations for lines with higher upper state energies (and

smaller Einstein A coefficients) would be helpful. While

this lower boundary does not directly correspond to a

normalized height value of z/r due to the nature of the

assumed density profile (a power-law with an exponen-

tial taper), we can say that within the radial boundaries

of the emission, that the c−C3H2 arises above a z/r

value of approximately 0.25 based upon Figure 3, and

no higher than 0.4. This range is consistent with the lo-

cation of C2H in this source as modeled in Bergin et al.

(2016).

We also constrain the radial distribution of the

c−C3H2 layer. The inner edge of the c−C3H2 dis-

tribution (25 – 30 au) is consistent with the CO snow

line (Qi et al. 2013b; Zhang et al. 2017) and/or the dip

in CO emission (Huang et al. 2018) and scattered light

(Debes et al. 2013; van Boekel et al. 2016). The inner

deficit of c−C3H2 might be signalling a large chemical

shift, perhaps a large reduction of C/O at this radius.

Models have predicted an enhancement of CO interior

to the CO snow line due to dust evolutionary processes

(Krijt et al. 2018); however, CO adds equal parts C and

O and will not tend to reduce C/O especially if it is

somewhat elevated (above solar, 0.54) but still below

1 already. An alternative explanation is that the same

process that sequestered water ice into larger grains has

begun in a delayed way on the carbon-bearing molecules

(e.g., Cleeves et al. 2018). This process would be fastest

in the inner disk and would move outward, which might

explain why different disks have a wide variety of C2H

ring patterns (e.g., Bergin et al. 2016). Seeing whether

these rings have a predictable time evolution for a sta-

tistically significant sample of disks would help elucidate
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the cause (see also discussion in Bergner et al. 2019).

It would likewise be interesting to compare with other

species that also show inner chemical deficits, like CN

(Cazzoletti et al. 2018).

The outer edge of c−C3H2 is located at 110 – 120

au. It is not clear why this radius is remarkable, besides

that it corresponds also to the edge of C2H (Bergin et al.

2016). The millimeter pebble disk extends to approxi-

mately 60 au, however there is a flatter weakly emitting

“shoulder” in the ALMA observed 852 micron flux out

to around 100 au (Andrews et al. 2012, 2016; van Boekel

et al. 2016; Huang et al. 2018). The CO disk extends out

beyond 200 au (Andrews et al. 2012; Schwarz et al. 2016;

Huang et al. 2018), though there is a sharp drop in 13CO

at around 100 au (Zhang et al. 2017). While the scat-

tered light extends out to 200 au like the CO gas disk,

it has some potentially interesting features around 100

au. For example, there is a brightness peak in the ob-

served NIR scattered light at about 100 au (van Boekel

et al. 2016). Debes et al. (2013) attributes this change

at 100 au to be potentially related to sculpting by a

Neptune-mass planet. In addition, there appears to be

a shift in the “color” of the scattering at 100 au, where

it is neutral interior to 100 au and becomes more blue

outside of 100 au (Debes et al. 2013; van Boekel et al.

2016). Therefore this location seems to be an important

transition; however, its nature remains unclear. Per-

haps it marks a significant change in gas density (i.e.,

H2) or alternatively a chemical change where the disk

becomes so tenuous that the external UV field becomes

too harsh and densities too low to support chemistry

more advanced than CO.

5.2. The rotational emission of c−C3H2 appears to be

thermalized

We find that our best fit models have some spread in

Nmax and χc−C3H2
that would be expected given that

we are more fundamentally tracing a column density of

c−C3H2 with our observations, especially due to the face

on nature of this disk. Within these models, most of the

emission is coming from the bottom of the layer, and

the emission appears well represented by LTE (see also

Teague et al. 2018, for a non-LTE analysis of CS). To

provide context, some models with the same c−C3H2

column density placed very high up in the disk, well

above AV = 1 with a very high c−C3H2 abundance and

a low value of Nmax do not provide good fits to the ob-

servations. These models are also no longer thermalized.

We conclude that the c−C3H2 appears to be reasonably

well approximated by LTE. The critical density for the

transitions observed is typically around 106 cm−3, and

our results suggest there remains a substantial amount

of H2 gas, > 106 cm−3, at high (z/r > 0.25) altitudes

and moderately far out radii (25 – 110 au), consistent

with disk mass estimates provided by HD for this source

(Bergin et al. 2013; Favre et al. 2013; Cleeves et al. 2015;

Trapman et al. 2019; Calahan et al. 2020). How this rel-

atively old disk maintains such a large amount of gas,

however, is still unclear.

5.3. The abundance of c−C3H2 relative to C2H is

consistent with gas-phase chemical models

Bergin et al. (2016) modeled the related species C2H

in TW Hya using full thermo-chemical models. Consis-

tent with the results of Du et al. (2015), in this work

it appeared clear that to reproduce the observed bright-

ness of C2H the carbon relative to oxygen ratio of the

gas must be very high, greater than the solar ratio of

0.54. To obtain a high C/O ratio, either there must be

a source of carbon enhancement, such as carbon grain

or PAH destruction (Anderson et al. 2017), and/or a

deficit of oxygen, possibly due to grain growth and set-

tling (Hogerheijde et al. 2011; Salinas et al. 2016; Cleeves

et al. 2018). The same will be true for c−C3H2. Taking

our best fit model abundances of c−C3H2 and compar-

ing it to the results of Bergin et al. (2016) for C2H in

TW Hya, we find c−C3H2’s abundance is ∼ 3 − 30%

that of C2H. If instead we use the column density, for

Bergin et al. (2016)’s C/O = 1 model, the c−C3H2 to

C2H ratio is approximately 10%. While detailed chem-

ical modeling is beyond the scope of the present paper,

we can compare this percentage to a published model

of a different disk, IM Lup, where C/O was also varied

(Cleeves et al. 2018) purely by removal of volatile oxy-

gen (via water sequestration into large grains, presum-

ably settled into the midplane as well as O-removal from

CO for the more extreme C/O ratios). In the z/r layer

of 0.25 – 0.5, that model finds a c−C3H2 to C2H per-

centage of 1 – 10%, broadly consistent with our findings

here, without the need for additional carbon sources. In

comparing these percentages with other star-forming en-

vironments, we see that this ratio of c−C3H2 to C2H is

also broadly consistent with what is observed in PDRs

(e.g., ∼ 3% toward the Orion Bar Cuadrado et al. 2015).

While the chemistry is consistent with gas phase

routes, we cannot formally rule out carbon grain / PAH

destruction as a source of additional carbon enhance-

ment (e.g., Kastner et al. 2015; Bergin et al. 2016; An-

derson et al. 2017; Bosman et al. 2021). We also note

that the abundance ratio is consistent with a scenario

of a “dry” – i.e., H2O ice/gas poor – surface of the TW

Hya disk, which also agrees with the Herschel results for

the disk’s cold water vapor abundance Hogerheijde et al.
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(2011) and scattered light constraints (e.g., Weinberger

et al. 2002; Debes et al. 2013).

5.4. The ortho-to-para ratio of c−C3H2 is consistent

with a constant value of 3

Via the non-LTE fitting we find that the ortho-to-

para ratio across the slab can be well reproduced with

a single value of 3, however we only consider values of

1 or 3 in our grid. To confirm this result, we have done

an additional disk-averaged rotational diagram analysis

using the unblended ortho and para transitions, which

are also optically thin based on our model comparisons.

Figure 7 shows the results of the fitting, and we find

that the ortho and para lines have consistent rotational

temperatures, and the derived ortho-to-para ratio from

the column densities is 3.02 ± 0.78.

So where does this ortho-to-para ratio come from?

Both ortho and para forms of c−C3H2 mainly form via

gas phase reactions (e.g., Vrtilek et al. 1987; Park et al.

2006), in particular via C3H+ reacting with H2 via ra-

diative association. Morisawa et al. (2006) demonstrate

that the ortho-to-para ratio of c−C3H2 in steady state

can be approximated by:

[o/p]C3H2
=

(5 + 3φ) × [o/p]H2
+ 3φ+ 3

(1 + φ) × [o/p]H2
+ φ+ 3

, (1)

where φ essentially reflects the ratio of the rate of forma-

tion of c−C3H2 by electron dissociative recombination

of C3H+
3 compared to reactions of C3H+

3 with atoms

(however, see also the discussion in Park et al. 2006,

for additional effects). The parameter φ is equal to

kDR[ne]/kion−Y[nY], where kDR is the rate of dissocia-

tive recombination, ne is the number density of elec-

trons, kion−Y is the reaction rate of C3H+
3 with species

Y and [nY] is the number density of said species. If the

ortho-to-para ratio of H2 goes to 3, the dependence on φ

drops out of Equation 1. If the ortho-to-para ratio of H2

is small due to a cold formation mechanism of H2, then

the ortho-to-para ratio of c−C3H2 depends on φ, going

to 1 if φ is small and 3 if φ is large. Therefore, if this

equation holds, obtaining the observed ortho to para ra-

tio of 3 in c−C3H2 means either H2 has an ortho-to-para

of 3, or φ is large.

We can estimate what φ regime c−C3H2 may be in

using the Cleeves et al. (2018) model of a solar nebula

like disk. Taking approximate values from a location

of r = 50 au and z/r of 0.3 au, the electron density is

approximately 10−9 per H, and is largely governed by

photoionization of atomic carbon. The recombination

rate with electrons is approximately 10−6 cm3 s−1 at 50

K (Loison et al. 2017). For the denominator, if we take

reactions with C as representative, the rate is ∼ 10−9

cm3 s−1, and the abundance is also 10−9 per H. There-

fore, φ comes down to the ratio of the rate coefficients,

which is >> 1. Therefore it is not clear whether our

measured c−C3H2 ortho to para ratio is shedding light

on the ortho-to-para ratio of H2 or if it is related to the

relative rate of dissociative recombination.

5.5. C/O implications for forming planets

While there are exciting prospects to use hydrocar-

bons to constrain C/O ratios in disks to connect with

planets, we must understand what region our observa-

tions fundamentally probe. Our results find that the

c−C3H2 emission largely comes from the UV irradiated

layer, above an AV of 1 (z/r > 0.25). While this im-

plies we are not directly tracing the midplane regions

where planets gain most of their gas mass, it is still in-

formative in the quest to understand what compositions

planets might accrete. The bright hydrocarbon emis-

sion has been attributed to high gas-phase C/O ratios,

much greater than solar (Du et al. 2015; Kama et al.

2016; Bergin et al. 2016; Miotello et al. 2019). Either

the molecular layer has a carbon enhancement (perhaps

due to carbon grain destruction) or an oxygen deficit,

or both. The simplest explanation for an oxygen deficit

is the growth of water-ice rich grains leading to the for-

mation of larger, midplane bound pebbles or even larger

bodies as suggested by Hogerheijde et al. (2011) and con-

sistent with models of Krijt et al. (2016). A midplane

ice enrichment might facilitate enhanced planet forma-

tion via an increase in solid mass, and a larger reservoir

of water ice from which planets could accrete, perhaps

a good scenario for forming habitable planets.

Recently, in the HD 163296 disk, Teague et al. (2019)

discovered a velocity pattern in CO gas emission con-

sistent with in-fall from the surface toward annular disk
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gaps. These results imply the surface gas in the disk is

feeding potential planet forming regions, and that with

our observations we could be tracing the same gas reser-

voir that might feed proto-giant planets’ atmospheres

(see also Cridland et al. 2020). Specifically in TW Hya,

Teague et al. (2019) found evidence of vertical motion

around 90 au, near the van Boekel et al. (2016) scattered

light gap. If such motions are common, this would be

exciting as the layer traced by c−C3H2 would be more

directly related to the chemistry that sets planets’ at-

mospheric compositions.

Along these lines, the 20 Myr-old HR 8799 system’s

four outer planets have been independently chemically

characterized using VLT SPHERE, and their C/O ra-

tios radially varies (Lavie et al. 2017; Bonnefoy et al.

2016). The inner two planets (d at 24 au and e at 15 au;

Marois et al. 2008, 2010) have low C/O ratios – con-

sistent with zero due to low C/H, while the outer two

planets (b at 38 au and c at 68 au) have far larger C/O

ratios of 0.8 – 0.9 (Lavie et al. 2017). More recently,

Mollière et al. (2020) reevaluated the atmospheric C/O

ratios for planet e and found a C/O value of 0.6, so less

extreme of a jump than previously estimated. These

results emphasize the need for careful treatment of non-

equilibrium atmospheric effects and care in interpreting

individual C/O estimates.

Interestingly, HR 8799’s tentative radial increase from

sub-solar/solar up to super solar values in C/O is spa-

tially consistent with TW Hya’s increase in hydrocar-

bon emission. In fact, the radial separation of the inner

planets falls interior to the start of TW Hya’s hydro-

carbon ring, while the outer planets’ orbits are within

the radial bounds of the hydrocarbon ring. Of course

there are many differences between TW Hya and the

HR 8799 system, including that HR 8799’s host star has

a mass of 1.5 M� compared to TW Hya’s 0.8 M�, so

such a connection is purely speculative. However, an in-

teresting feature worth pointing out is that the younger

disk IM Lup does not show the same large inner ring in

hydrocarbons (Cleeves et al. 2018), and instead has a

more centrally peaked/flattened distribution. Rings do

appear to be common among intermediate aged disks

(Bergin et al. 2016; Bergner et al. 2019), including some

of the & 1 Myr disks in Lupus (Miotello et al. 2019).

For example the 3-10 Myr (Bertout et al. 2007) DM Tau

disk also shows a combination of an inner hydrocarbon

enhancement and a secondary outer ring (Bergin et al.

2016). If this qualitative observation is a truly com-

mon feature, perhaps the varied atmospheric C/O in

HR 8799’s planets indicate the system formed “chemi-

cally later” in a disk more like TW Hya than early like

IM Lup. Additional observations of hydrocarbon mor-

phologues coupled with modeling that brings together

chemistry and gas-giant formation simulations are nec-

essary to fully test this hypothesis.
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APPENDIX

Example central channels (velocity averaged for clarity) of the observed c−C3H2 transitions toward TW Hya and

the masks used to clean the data and generate the moment-0 maps.
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Figure 8. Channel maps for the transitions of c−C3H2 observed, where o = ortho, p = para, and b = blend. The contour
indicates the Keplerian mask used for cleaning and for the measurements of the fluxes presented in Table 1.


